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Abstract

The COVID-19 crisis has had a major impact on youth. This study examined factors associ-

ated with youth’s attitudes towards their government’s response to the pandemic and their

blaming of individuals from certain risk groups, ethnic backgrounds, and countries or

regions. In a sample of 5,682 young adults (Mage = 22) from 14 countries, lower perceived

burden due to COVID-19, more collectivistic and less individualistic values, and more empa-

thy were associated with more positive attitudes towards the government and less blaming

of individuals of certain groups. Youth’s social identification with others in the pandemic

mediated these associations in the same direction, apart from the COVID-19 burden on atti-

tudes, which had a positive indirect effect. No evidence of country-level moderation was

found.

Introduction

The COVID-19 crisis has had a major impact on the lives of youth across the globe. Although

their physical health risks from the virus were relatively low, young adults experienced dispro-

portionally high social and financial costs due to the restrictions imposed by governments to

curb the spread of the virus [1], as well as costs for their mental health [2].
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Yet, despite these expressions of negative attitudes towards governments and others, collec-

tive crises like the COVID-19 pandemic are also known to increase positive attitudes [3]. Indi-

viduals can experience collective identity based on their membership in certain groups [4, 5],

and emergencies sometimes create new groups to identify with; that is, all others who are

affected by the same adversity [3–6]. These feelings of shared social identity among those

affected may result in positive and supportive attitudes towards other individuals and the gov-

ernment on the one hand. On the other hand, they may result in an increased sense of “we ver-

sus them” [4, 5], and as such increase the tendency to blame others for experienced adversities.

Personal experiences during a crisis (i.e., the perceived burden), as well as personal characteris-

tics (i.e., value orientation and empathy) are thought to play a role in individuals’ tendency to

identify with others [7–11], and as such may link directly to youth’s attitudes towards the gov-

ernment and other citizens during the pandemic, but also indirectly via social identification.

In the present study, we examined among young adults from 14 countries 1) their attitudes

towards their government’s approach to handling the pandemic and 2) the extent to which

they blamed individuals from certain risk groups, ethnic backgrounds, and countries or

regions for their negative experiences during the pandemic, which reflect their attitudes

towards the institutions and individuals in a society and may also predict their behavior.

COVID-19-related and more general individual factors were examined to explain individual

differences in youth’s attitudes. In particular, we studied whether youth’s perceived burden

from the pandemic, their collectivistic and individualistic values, and their empathic tenden-

cies predicted their attitudes. We further investigated whether youth’s social identification

with others during the pandemic could (partly) explain these associations. Finally, even though

previous research has shown links between person characteristics and youth’s prosocial atti-

tudes to be consistent across cultures (e.g. [12]), it is important to take differences in country-

level contextual factors into account. For instance, the number of COVID-19 cases varied

greatly across countries at the time of this study (e.g., very low in Taiwan and high in Chile),

and the approach that governments took in response to the pandemic also varied. As a result,

citizens experienced many more restrictions in one country (e.g., Argentina) than they did in

another (e.g., Finland). Therefore, we explored differences across countries in the strength of

predictors based on cumulative COVID-19 cases, individualistic orientation of the country,

and the strictness of the national COVID-19 approach at the time of assessment.

Perceived burden as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic

Individual differences between youth in the extent to which they perceived a burden due to the

COVID-19 pandemic may help understand differences in their attitudes and beliefs. Individu-

als living through the pandemic may have faced a myriad of changes in their social, medical,

and financial situation [1], either as a direct consequence of the virus (e.g., becoming sick

yourself or seeing others get sick), or as a consequence of the restrictions put in place to regu-

late the spread of the virus (e.g., closing of businesses resulting in lay-offs, social distancing

resulting in less social contact). These restrictions may have been especially impactful for this

age group, as young adults are more likely to live alone than mid- and late-adults and thus to

become isolated [13], and they tend to be in a less secure job situation [14, 15], which may

have contributed to a sense of distress [15].

The personal experience of the COVID-19 pandemic may have affected youth’s attitudes

towards the government and others in the society, as they may have shifted blame to the gov-

ernment and to other citizens to alleviate their own stress and relieve responsibility (Murray,

[unpublished]). In particular, those individuals who perceived the burden to be high may have

had more negative attitudes towards the government approach, given the role of the
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government in putting in place restrictions that were part of the burden that they experienced

or that were ineffective at decreasing it. For instance, individuals from the UK who felt that the

satisfaction of their need for connectedness was thwarted by the restrictive measures, and thus

perceived a greater burden, reported lower trust in their government [16]. Also, youth who

perceived a high burden may also have been more likely to blame certain groups for their nega-

tive experiences [17]. Experiencing stress may deplete individuals’ cognitive and emotional

resources that are necessary to attend to another’s situation and to respond in a prosocial way

(see [18]). Indeed, individuals who had contracted COVID-19 and who, as a result, experi-

enced a lot of distress were found to blame others for their non-supportiveness during their

suffering, such as doctors, neighbors, and the community at large [19]. Thus, we expected

youth who perceived a higher COVID-19-related burden to be less positive about the govern-

ment’s approach and to be more likely to blame certain other groups for their distress.

Collectivistic and individualistic values

Youth’s collectivistic and individualistic values may also relate to their attitudes towards the gov-

ernment and other groups in society. Although the individualism-collectivism spectrum has tradi-

tionally been used to classify and contrast countries [20], it is important to note that within

countries, individuals also differ in the extent to which they hold individualistic (i.e., distinc-

tiveness from others, high self-reliance, and self-promotion) and collectivistic (i.e., similarity to

others, interdependence, community-promotion) values. Individuals who hold more individualis-

tic values are less supportive of government interventions on national welfare, state ownership,

and market competition [21]. In contrast, individuals with more collectivistic values tend to feel

more responsibility towards, and greater identification with, their community [22–24]. They also

tend to show greater compliance with, and adherence to, social norms set forth by that community

on average [25]. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, individuals with more collectivistic

values have indeed been found to be more inclined to comply with the cautionary measures [26,

27]. Therefore, youth who held more collectivistic and less individualistic values can be expected

to have had more positive attitudes towards the government approach to combat the pandemic.

Regarding attitudes toward other groups, however, having more collectivistic and less indi-

vidualistic values may be related with more blaming of certain groups that are not considered

part of one’s community [28]. Having higher collectivistic values has indeed been associated

with a stronger differentiation between in- and outgroup [29]. In line with this finding, during

the COVID-19 pandemic youth with collectivistic values tended to be more afraid and worried

than youth with less collectivistic values of being infected by others, such as foreigners (out-

group), or something unknown, like a novel virus [27]. Youth with higher levels of collectivis-

tic values and less individualistic values might thus have more negative attitudes towards–and

even blame–groups in the society that they see as responsible for the spread of COVID-19 or

for the restrictive measures.

Empathy

Youth’s empathy may also be associated with their attitudes towards the government and

towards others during the COVID-19 pandemic. Although definitions of empathy vary, empa-

thy can be viewed as a person’s responses to other’s experience, including both cognitive pro-

cesses like understanding other’s perspective and emotional processes like feeling concern for

others [30]. As highly empathic individuals are generally sensitive to the needs of others and

are understanding of others’ situation, they tend to show prosocial attitudes and behaviors

[31]. Higher empathy has indeed been related to a wide range of prosocial tendencies (e.g.,

[32, 33]).
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Indeed, in the context of the pandemic, levels of empathy may explain differences in youth’s

attitudes and blaming. Regarding attitudes towards the government approach, more empathic

individuals have been found to be more positive towards government intervention [34] and to

hold more social and liberal political views in general [35]. Thus, youth with higher levels of

empathy may have also held more positive views regarding the national approach to com-

batting COVID-19. With regard to blaming of certain groups, higher levels of empathy have

also been associated, developmentally and experimentally, to lower prejudice and lower bias

towards outgroups (e.g., [36–39]). During the COVID-19 pandemic, youth who were more

empathic may therefore have had a lower tendency to blame certain groups.

The mediating role of social identification

Youth’s social identification with others who were affected by the COVID-19 pandemic may

in part mediate the above-mentioned pathways. That is, youth who identified with other indi-

viduals who were affected may have shown greater understanding for restrictions imposed by

the government and have been less likely to blame others. This is in line with work showing

that greater identification with the community predicted more understanding and prosociality

during previous crises (e.g., [3, 40]) and during the COVID-19 pandemic (i.e., providing sup-

port and adherence to regulations; [41]). Individuals who feel more connected to others and,

as such, experience a greater sense of “we-ness” or identification with their ingroup may more

highly value the benefits to be reaped by society.

Both collectivism and empathy have been related to social identification [8–10], with collec-

tivistic and empathic individuals generally having a stronger sense of social identification. Fur-

thermore, in line with the notion of “altruism born of suffering” (e.g., [42, 43]), we may expect

that youth who experienced a greater COVID-19-related burden identified more with others

that were affected by the pandemic [7, 11]. Thus, we expected that youth who had higher levels

of empathy, collectivism and COVID-19-related burden, and lower levels of individualism

experienced greater social identification with those affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and,

in turn, exhibited more positive attitudes towards the government approach and less blaming

of certain groups.

The current study

Following the idea that the COVID-19 crisis may have impacted youth’s relations with others

and their social identities, the present study investigated whether perceived COVID-19 bur-

den, collectivistic and individualistic values, and empathy could help us understand individual

differences in youth’s attitudes and beliefs during the COVID-19 pandemic. We examined

social identification as a mediator and explored moderation at the country level to uncover

potential cross-country differences in these associations. Specifically, we examined moderation

by the cumulative COVID-19 cases per 100,000 inhabitants, the strictness of the national

approach as factors of COVID-19-related country differences, and the national-level individu-

alistic orientation as a more general country difference factor, as the association between indi-

vidual-level factors may depend on both the specific COVID-19 situation and general values

in a country (see Fig 1 for a complete conceptual overview of the tested associations).

We expected that youth who reported a greater perceived burden due to COVID-19 would

report less positive attitudes towards the government approach and would be more likely to

blame others for their distress. Youth who held more collectivistic and less individualistic val-

ues were expected to report more positive attitudes towards the government approach and

more blaming of groups they perceive as an outgroup. We also expected youth with greater

empathy to express more positive attitudes towards the government approach and less blaming
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of certain groups. Furthermore, we hypothesized indirect effects via social identification with

others during the COVID-19 pandemic in the same direction for collectivistic and individual-

istic values and empathy. For perceived burden, we expected a higher burden to be associated

with higher social identification and thus indirectly associated with more positive attitudes

and less blaming of certain groups. Finally, we did not form any specific hypotheses regarding

country-level moderation. The present study’s research questions, hypotheses, methods, and

analyses were pre-registered at https://osf.io/et2nb.

Materials and methods

Participants and procedures

The faculty ethics review board of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences of Utrecht

University approved the study (20–298). Informed consent was obtained in written form from

all participants. Participants were 5,682 young adults aged 18–25 years (67.1% female; Mage =

21.51 years, SDage = 2.13) from 14 countries: Argentina (n = 253), Chile (n = 146), China

(n = 286), Finland (n = 465), France (n = 506), Germany (n = 375), Ireland (n = 495), Italy

(n = 502), Lithuania (n = 346), Spain (n = 179), Taiwan (n = 169), the Netherlands (n = 472),

Turkey (n = 372), and the United States (n = 1,116). Participants were mostly of medium to

high socioeconomic status (SES), with 76.1% reporting some form of postsecondary education

(23.8% reported secondary education, 1 participant reported primary education) and 38.0%

indicating to live comfortably on the present household income (44.9% coping on present

income, 13.8% having some difficulties with the present income, 3.3% having many difficulties

on the present income). These youth participated in #Young in Times of COVID-19, a study

evaluating prosocial behavior during the COVID-19 pandemic among youth. Participants

were primarily recruited via the networks of faculty collaborators in each country. However,

Fig 1. Conceptual model of the studied relations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0279366.g001
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participants from the Netherlands and the United States were also recruited using survey

panel methods. Respondents received no or minimal (no more than 5 euros) compensation.

Participants completed an online survey throughout the summer and fall of 2020 in the pri-

mary language of their county. For several of the questionnaires included, versions in the pri-

mary languages were already available; questionnaires for which no primary language version

existed were translated by collaborators from each of these countries. The survey took approxi-

mately 20 minutes to complete. Only participants who completed the survey and passed the

validation checks (e.g., “If you are reading this, select ‘a lot’”) were included in the final dataset.

See S1 Table for participants’ demographic information by country.

Measures

Outcome variables. Attitude towards government approach. Participants reported on

their attitudes towards their country’s government approach to COVID-19 using a 3-item

scale developed for this research. Participants expressed the extent to which they agreed that

the government in their country “takes effective measures to combat COVID-19”, “protects all

citizens against the negative effects of COVID-19”, and “explains its decisions about the

approach to combat COVID-19”. Responses were rated on a Likert scale of 1 (strongly dis-
agree) to 5 (strongly agree) with higher scores reflecting a more positive attitude towards their

government approach. Importantly, these items were not included in the Chinese question-

naire. The scale exhibited good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .84).

Blaming of certain groups for COVID-19. Participants reported on their negative outgroup

beliefs using 4 items that were created for the current study. Respondents answered the follow-

ing question, “To what extent do you blame the following groups for the negative conse-

quences you experience from the COVID-19 pandemic?” for the following four groups:

“Citizens from certain ethnic groups”, “Citizens who do not follow the recommendations to

prevent the spread of the virus”, “Citizens who belong to so-called risk groups (e.g., elderly,

people with pre-existing health conditions)”, and “Citizens of certain countries or regions”.

Responses were rated on a Likert scale from 1 (do not blame them at all) to 4 (blame them
completely), with higher values reflecting greater blame. The complete scale exhibited ques-

tionable internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .57). Therefore, and following our pre-registered

plan, we removed one item, which pertained to the second item described above. This led to

an acceptable internal consistency of Cronbach’s α = .69. The three-item scale was used in fur-

ther analyses. To test for robustness, we also ran our analyses using the original four-item

scale. Those findings did not meaningfully differ from the findings reported in the manuscript.

After excluding the worst-fitting blaming item, however, the effect of the perceived burden on

blaming was somewhat weaker and the effect of empathy on blaming somewhat stronger,

although both effects were significant in the analyses with and without the worst-fitting item.

Predictors. Perceived COVID-19 burden. Participants reported on the extent to which

they were burdened by the COVID-19 pandemic using 9 items composed specifically for this

study (see S2 Table). The scale covered several aspects of burden, including health (2 items;

e.g., “being or become infected with or having symptoms of COVID-19”), social situation (4

items; e.g., “being restricted in visiting friends or family”), and finance (3 items; e.g., “being at

an increased risk for lower financial means”). Participants rated the items on a Likert scale of 1

(not at all burdensome) to 5 (very burdensome), with higher scores reflecting greater perceived

burden. The scale exhibited good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .76).

Collectivistic and individualistic values. Orientations towards collectivism and individual-

ism were measured using two subscales (with 8 items each) from the validated Culture Orien-

tation Scale [44]. Respondents rated the extent to which various statements about culture
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orientation reflected their values using a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree), with higher scores reflecting greater individualism or greater collectivism. Sample

items include, “If a coworker gets a prize, I would feel proud” (collectivistic values), and “I

often do ‘my own thing’” (individualistic values). The scale exhibited good internal consistency

(Cronbach’s α = .70 for individualistic values, .72 for collectivistic values).

Empathy. Participants reported on two empathy-related constructs, namely, empathetic

concern and perspective taking, using 10 items adapted from the Interpersonal Reactivity

Index (IRI; [30]). Responses were based on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (does not
describe me at all) to 5 (describes me greatly). Sample items include, “I would describe myself as

a pretty soft-hearted person” and, “I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the other

person’s point of view”. Items were reverse coded when necessary, such that higher scores

indicated more empathy. Scores from both subscales were averaged to create one empathy

score. The empathy scale exhibited good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .75), and the

IRI has procured ample evidence of psychometric validity and reliability (see [45] for an

overview).

Social identification with others during COVID-19. Participants reported on their social

identification with others during the COVID-19 pandemic using 4 items adapted from Doosje

et al. [46]. On a Likert scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), participants responded

to items such as “During the COVID-19 crisis. . . I identified with the other people affected”.

Higher scores reflect greater social identification, and the scale exhibited good internal consis-

tency (Cronbach’s α = .78).

Country-level moderators. Cumulative cases of COVID-19 per 100,000 inhabitants. The

cumulative number of COVID-19 cases, collected from the World Health Organization’s offi-

cial Coronavirus Dashboard [47], was used to characterize the extent of the outbreak in each

country at the end of data collection. For Taiwan, data were collected from the Taiwan Centers

for Disease Control official website [48]. To make meaningful cross-national comparisons, we

computed the number of cumulative cases per 100,000 inhabitants, based on the population

numbers of the United Nations Population Division estimates [49].

Strictness of COVID-19 approach. We used the Stringency Index of the Oxford COVID-19

Government Response Tracker to characterize the level of action each government undertook

in response to the pandemic [50]. This measure assigns a level of strictness on a scale from 0 to

100 based on aggregated indicators of government responses, such as school closures and

travel restrictions, plotted against the coronavirus cases and deaths in each country. We com-

puted the strictness of each government’s response by averaging the daily strictness ratings for

each country from the start to the end of data collection in each country.

National level individualistic orientation. We assessed individualistic values at the national

level using the Hofstede’s Index [51]. The individualism scale reflects the extent to which each

society prioritizes the pursuit of individual goals over collective goals. Higher ratings indicate a

stronger emphasis on individualistic values.

Statistical plan

Prior to registering our study, a power analysis was conducted to estimate the required sample

size to detect effects in the mediation model and the extended moderated mediation model.

With our complete sample of 5,682 participants, a power of .80, and significance at α = .05,

effects of f2 = .002 (very small effect size) could be detected for the mediation model. In the

country-level multigroup models which had subgroup sizes of at least 1,116 participants (for

the “high” group of national-level individualistic orientation), effects of at least f2 = .011 (small

effect size) could be detected.
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Direct effects and mediation models. To test our research questions, we tested a series of

models in Mplus [52]. The analysis scripts and anonymized data are made available on the

project OSF page: https://osf.io/738z5/. We first estimated a model with four predictors (i.e.,

perceived burden, collectivistic values, individualistic values, and empathy) and two outcomes

(i.e., attitude towards government approach and blaming of certain groups). This model was

estimated for the participants from all countries together. Then, we added social identification

as a mediator of all predictive pathways from independent to dependent variables to the

model. An alpha of .05 was used to determine significance of effects. Effect size was evaluated

using rules of thumb by Funder & Ozer [53] and the R2 statistic.

Country-level moderation models. Next, to examine moderation by country-level vari-

ables, we divided the sample into groups of low, medium, and high on each of the country-level

factors. As preregistered, this was done because the number of countries was too small to test a

multilevel mediation model, for which a minimum number of 50 clusters is suggested when

used in a Structural Equation Framework with Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation [54, 55].

For cumulative cases per 100,000 inhabitants and for the strictness of the COVID-19 approach,

we used percentile scores to divide the countries into three categories because there were, to the

best of our knowledge, no informative grounds at the time to base this classification on in the

broader literature. We separated the countries into three categories of “low” (1st to 33th percen-

tile), “medium” (34th to 66th percentile), and “high” (67th to 100th percentile). For national level

individualistic orientation, we used the cutoffs described for this Hofstede dimension on the

Hofstede Insights website [51, 56]. These cutoffs describe “low” (below 50), “high” (above 60),

and “very high” values (above 80). For the present study, we adapted this scale to cover all possi-

ble values, such that “low” was 0–50, “medium” was 51–80, and “high” was 81–100.

Then, to examine moderation by these country-level variables, we estimated a multigroup

model for each of the country-level factors. The three scores on the country-level variables (i.e.,

low, medium, and high) were used to divide the different countries into three groups. We then

tested a model for each country-level variable in which the predictive paths were constrained to

be equal across groups. If model fit was appropriate, we released groups of predictive parameters

in steps, to see whether allowing the predictive paths to vary between groups would significantly

improve the fit to the data. Originally, we planned to test two models per country-level variable:

one with the predictive pathways constrained and one fully unconstrained, and to compare

their model fit. However, the unconstrained model was fully saturated and therefore no model

fit statistics were available to be compared with the constrained model. Instead parameters were

released per outcome variable, so that we tested three partially unconstrained models: one with

unconstrained pathways towards attitudes towards the government approach, one with uncon-

strained pathways towards blaming of certain groups, and one with unconstrained pathways

towards social identification. If one of the partially unconstrained models fitted significantly bet-

ter than the constrained one, this was taken as evidence for country-level moderation. If this

was the case, we further examined for this model on which predictive pathways the differences

existed by releasing the constraints of the individual paths one at a time. Model fit of CFA�

.900 and RMSEA of� .080 was deemed acceptable [57, 58]. Change of ΔCFI� .005, supple-

mented by ΔRMSEA� -.010 was seen as indicative of significant change in model fit [59], indi-

cating that the (partially) unconstrained model fit better than the constrained model.

Results

Descriptive statistics

Descriptive statistics of, and correlations between, the study variables are provided in Table 1,

respectively (see S1 Table for a breakdown of the descriptive statistics per country). On
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average, participants scored above the middle of the scale on all variables, except blaming of

certain groups, which was reported comparatively little. Furthermore, most correlations were

significant, with effects ranging from small to medium in size. Most of the correlations were in

the expected direction, although notably, higher social identification was associated with more

blaming of certain groups. Moreover, there were no significant correlations between having

individualistic values and social identification, and between individualistic values and the atti-

tude towards the government approach. Moreover, having collectivistic values was not signifi-

cantly associated with the blaming of certain groups.

Main results

Direct effects model. We first tested a main effects model (Table 2), which was fully satu-

rated and thus yielded no interpretable model fit statistics (i.e., CFI = 1.000, RMSEA = .000).

Perceiving a greater burden due to COVID-19 was related to a less positive attitude, whereas

having more collectivistic values and being more empathic was related to a more positive atti-

tude towards the government approach. Having more individualistic values was not signifi-

cantly related to youth’s attitudes. Perceiving a greater COVID-19 burden and having stronger

individualistic values were associated with more blaming of certain groups, whereas higher

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of and correlations between the study variables.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

1. COVID-19 burden

2. Individualistic values .14�

3. Collectivistic values .25� .09�

4. Empathy .20� -.07� .40�

5. Social identification .20� .02 .36� .29�

6. Attitude towards government approach -.05� -.01 .11� .08� .19�

7. Blaming of certain groups .13� .21� -.02 -.20� .04� .01

Mean 3.16 4.54 5.18 3.83 3.18 3.43 1.37

SD 0.79 0.87 0.82 0.57 0.92 1.06 0.55

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0279366.t001

Table 2. Direct effects regression model with attitude towards government approach and blaming of certain

groups regressed on COVID-19 burden, individualistic values, collectivistic values, and empathy.

b SE(β) β p
Predictors of attitude towards government approach

COVID-19 burden -0.12 .01 -0.09 < .001

Individualistic values -0.01 .01 -0.01 .587

Collectivistic values 0.14 .02 0.11 < .001

Empathy 0.10 .02 0.05 < .001

Predictors of blaming of certain groups

COVID-19 burden 0.11 .01 0.15 < .001

Individualistic values 0.11 .01 0.17 < .001

Collectivistic values 0.01 .01 0.02 .288

Empathy -0.21 .01 -0.22 < .001

Covariances

Attitude towards government approach × Blaming of certain groups 0.02 .01 0.03 .011

Note. R2 for attitude towards government approach = 2.0%

R2 for blaming of certain groups = 9.8%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0279366.t002
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empathy was related to less blaming. Having collectivistic values was not associated with

youth’s blaming of certain groups. All significant regression coefficients fell in the range of rel-

atively small effects (around β = .10; [53]). Total explained variance in the dependent variables

was also limited (Table 2).

Indirect effects model. Next, we included social identification in the model as a mediat-

ing variable (Table 3). Again, the resulting model was fully saturated, and did not allow us to

gauge model fit. The direct effects of COVID-19 burden, individualistic values, collectivistic

values, and empathy did not differ meaningfully from those in the direct effects model. In

addition, social identification was also a significant predictor of a more positive attitude

towards the government approach and, surprisingly, of more blaming of certain groups. More-

over, youth’s perceived COVID-19 burden, collectivistic values, and empathy were signifi-

cantly related to more social identification. Individualistic values were not significantly

associated with social identification. As for the direct effects model, most effect sizes were rela-

tively small.

Regarding indirect effects, we found a positive indirect effect of empathy on attitude

towards the government approach via social identification, which was in line with the direct

effect. We also found a positive indirect for perceived burden, whereas the direct effect was

negative. This indicates that in addition to perceived COVID-19 burden being directly associ-

ated with a less positive attitude towards the government approach, higher perceived burden

was also associated with more social identification, which in turn was associated with a more

positive attitude. Youth’s perceived COVID-19 burden, their collectivistic values, and their

empathy were also indirectly related to blaming of certain groups via social identification. The

indirect effect of COVID-19 burden was in the same (positive) direction as the direct effects,

Table 3. Mediation model with attitude towards government approach and blaming of certain groups regressed on COVID-19 burden, individualistic values, col-

lectivistic values, and empathy, mediated by social identification.

Direct effects Indirect effects
b SE(β) β p b SE(β) β p

Predictors of attitude towards government approach

COVID-19 burden -0.14 .01 -0.11 < .001 0.03 < .01 0.02 < .001

Individualistic values < -0.01 .01 < -0.01 .970 < -0.01 < .01 < -0.01 .575

Collectivistic values 0.08 .02 0.06 < .001 0.07 .01 0.05 < .001

Empathy 0.04 .02 0.02 .142 0.05 < .01 0.03 < .001

Social identification 0.21 .01 0.19 < .001 – – – –

Predictors of blaming of certain groups

COVID-19 burden 0.10 .01 0.14 < .001 0.01 < .01 0.01 < .001

Individualistic values 0.11 .01 0.17 < .001 < 0.01 < .01 < -0.01 .576

Collectivistic values < 0.01 .02 -0.01 .731 0.01 < .01 0.02 < .001

Empathy -0.22 .01 -0.23 < .001 0.01 < .01 0.01 < .001

Social identification 0.04 .01 0.07 < .001 – – – –

Predictors of social identification

COVID-19 burden 0.12 .01 0.10 < .001 – – – –

Individualistic values -0.01 .01 -0.01 .574 – – – –

Collectivistic values 0.31 .01 0.27 < .001 – – – –

Empathy 0.25 .01 0.16 < .001 – – – –

Covariances

Attitude towards government approach × Blaming of certain groups 0.01 .01 0.03 .071 – – – –

Note. R2 for attitude towards government approach = 4.9%, R2 for blaming of certain groups = 16.5%, R2 for social identification = 10.2%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0279366.t003
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but the indirect effect of empathy was not. Specifically, although youth’s empathy was directly

related to lower blaming, indirectly it was related to more blaming due to the positive associa-

tion of social identification with blaming of certain groups. For collectivistic values, there was

no direct association with blaming of certain groups, but there was a positive indirect associa-

tion via social identification. All significant indirect effects were very small in size (around β =

.05; [53]), and total explained variance of the dependent variables was limited (Table 3).

Country-level moderation models. To examine moderation by country-level variables,

we fitted multigroup models using each of the country-level variables as a grouping variable to

group participants of the 14 countries into a low, medium, or high group. We first fitted the

model using cumulative COVID-19 cases as a grouping variable, constraining all predictive

paths including indirect paths to be equal across groups. This model fit the data well (CFI =

.932, RMSEA = .051; see S3 Table for the predictive pathway parameters of this model). To

examine whether a partially unconstrained model would fit the data better, we then tested

three subsequent models: one in which all direct paths on youth’s attitudes towards the

national approach were allowed to vary between groups, one in which all direct paths on blam-

ing of certain groups was allowed to vary, and one in which all direct paths on social identifica-

tion were allowed to vary. All of the partially unconstrained models fit the data well (CFI =

.959, RMSEA = .050; CFI = .961, RMSEA = .049; CFI = .946, RMSEA = .055, respectively), but

did not significantly improve model fit.

Then, we examined the strictness of the COVID-19 approach as a potential moderator by fit-

ting a multigroup model in which all predictive pathways were constrained to be equal across

strictness groups. This model fit the data acceptably (CFI = .932, RMSEA = .052; see S4 Table

for the predictive parameters). We once more tested three partially unconstrained models,

with predictive pathways released for attitudes towards national approach, blaming of certain

groups, and social identification. All of these models fit the data well (CFI = .947, RMSEA =

.057; CFI = .964, RMSEA = .047; CFI = .951, RMSEA = .052, respectively), but none signifi-

cantly improved the fit of the constrained model.

Finally, we explored national level individualistic orientation as a moderator, again splitting

our sample into three groups of low, middle, and high, and comparing these groups in a multi-

group model. The constrained model fit the data well (CFI = .943, RMSEA = .045; see S5 Table

for the predictive parameters). Models with all prospective pathways unconstrained on atti-

tudes towards the government approach, blaming of certain groups, and social identification

also fit the data well (CFI = .969, RMSEA = .041; CFI = .965, RMSEA = .044; CFI = .951,

RMSEA = .049, respectively), but did not significantly improve model fit. Thus, we concluded

that country-level differences in the cumulative COVID-19 cases, the strictness of the national

approach, and the national level individualistic orientation did not significantly moderate the

examined associations.

Discussion

The COVID-19 pandemic and the restrictions put in place to combat it have had a great

impact on young adults’ daily lives, and may have impacted the ways in which youth relate to

others in society [6]. The present study aimed to help us explain differences in youth’s attitudes

towards their national government’s approach to combatting the virus and their tendency to

blame individuals in risk groups or from certain ethnic backgrounds, countries, or regions.

Our findings show that youth’s perceived burden due to COVID-19, collectivistic and individ-

ualistic values, and empathy indeed played a role. The extent to which youth identified with

other people during the pandemic mediated these associations, which was consistent across

different countries.
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Perceived burden as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic

In line with our expectations, youth who perceived a greater burden had, on average, more

negative attitudes towards the national approach to combatting the spread of the virus. This

result is in support of the notion that experiencing stress depletes individuals’ cognitive and

emotional resources that are necessary to attend to others’ needs [18]. As such, youth who per-

ceived high burden during the COVID-19 pandemic may have been less able to attend to the

consequences of the pandemic for other. As a result, they may have been less supportive of the

government’s approach to handle these collective consequences, in particular when the costs

for themselves were high. Another possibility is that they reported a more negative attitude

towards the government’s approach because they shifted blame for their burden to the govern-

ment in an attempt to alleviate COVID-19 related distress (Murray, [unpublished]). Our result

is in line with previous research that also showed that higher perceived burden was related to

more negative attitudes toward the government [16].

Further, in support of our hypothesis, youth who experienced a higher burden were also

more likely to blame certain groups for the origin or spread of the disease and for the restrictions.

Similar processes as for the link with negative attitudes towards the government have likely

played a role here. That is, blaming others may have been used by youth as a way of coping with

their own distress (Murray, [unpublished]), and the depletion of cognitive and emotional

resources due to the burden they experienced may have diminished their tendency to see things

from others’ point of view [18], which may have been a ground for negative attitudes towards

others. It further supports previous research also showing an association between burden as a

consequence of COVID-19 and individuals’ negative attitudes towards others (e.g., [19]).

Regarding the indirect effects via social identification, perceived burden was also indirectly

related to more blaming of certain groups. However, in contrast to the direct effect, perceiving

a greater burden as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic was indirectly associated with

more positive attitudes towards the government approach via social identification. This find-

ing is in line with the notion of “altruism born of suffering” [11, 43] and with previous empiri-

cal research on the role of stress in prosocial attitudes [7, 42, 60, 61]. This work has showed

that experiencing stress can increase one’s identification with others who experienced the

same stress, and this may facilitate one’s motivation to help relieving others’ stress. Our results

indeed suggest that, if youth’s higher perceived burden went together with higher levels of

identification with others during the COVID-19 pandemic, this facilitated their understanding

and supportiveness of the measures that governments had to take to diminish the conse-

quences of the pandemic for all.

Thus, perceived burden may play both a positive and negative role in youth’s attitudes,

depending on whether it is paired with a greater sense of identification with the people around

them. It is also possible that the way burden is related to one’s attitudes depends on the type of

burden. For instance, experiencing a burden to one’s health (e.g., getting ill) may be tied to

greater social identification, whereas experiencing a social burden (e.g., not being able to visit

friends) may be tied to less social identification. In the future, it would be interesting to exam-

ine the differential effects of these different types of burden on attitudes and behavior. For pol-

icy makers, it may be important to keep in mind the negative effect experiencing a burden

may have on youth’s attitudes towards the government and other members of society, and on

their behavior during a pandemic more generally.

Collectivistic and individualistic values

In line with our hypotheses and earlier work [26, 27], having collectivistic values was directly

and indirectly related to more positive attitudes towards the national approach. Thus, youth
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who held more collectivistic values were more likely to see the benefits of their government’s

approach to combatting the virus. However, and contrary to our expectations, individualistic

values were not related to these attitudes. Although having individualistic values is generally

associated with less support for government intervention [21], it is possible that the same does

not hold for COVID-19 related interventions. That is, although youth with individualistic val-

ues may still not like their government to impose strict rules on them, they may feel personally

responsible to contribute to combating this global disease [62], and as such be more supportive

of a government approach that is in line with that goal. For future research, it would be helpful

to include information on youth’s sense of personal responsibility and their opinions regard-

ing what would be the best approach towards handling the COVID-19 pandemic.

In contrast to our hypothesis, our findings showed that holding collectivistic values was not

directly related to blaming of certain groups. However, holding stronger individualistic values

was directly related to more blaming. This might be explained by individuals with individualis-

tic values placing more value on personal responsibility, both for themselves and for others

[62]. As such, they may view others as personally responsible for contributing to the pandemic.

For instance, they may have considered vulnerable groups responsible for the unwanted gov-

ernment regulations [21]. That holding collectivistic values was not directly related to blaming

might be due to the specific groups that were seen by youth as ingroups or outgroups and

those that were included in the blaming measure. Whereas some of the items of the measures

referred to outgroups (e.g., people from other countries), other items referred to groups that

may have been considered ingroups (e.g., people from risk groups). The COVID-19 pandemic

may have actually increased identification with these groups [6]. As stronger collectivistic val-

ues have been associated with a stronger differentiation between in- and outgroup [29], this

may explain how having higher levels of collectivistic values was indirectly related via social

identification to more blaming of certain groups. Thus, our findings suggest that creating a

sense of “we-ness” rather than a focus on individualistic needs may be important during a

global pandemic to foster positive attitudes towards the national approach to combat the

spreading of the disease and to limit negative views towards other members of society, but also

caution that greater identification with one group may come at the risk of increasing negative

views towards other groups. Thus, policy makers during a pandemic should carefully consider

the sense of social identity that they promote, and who is and who is not included in this

identity.

Empathy

As expected, higher levels of empathy were directly and indirectly related to more positive atti-
tudes towards the government approach to combatting the disease and directly to less blaming
of certain groups. This suggests that empathy promoted more positive attitudes towards the

government and others in society during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is in line with the

notion that individuals high in empathy are sensitive to the needs of others and are under-

standing of others’ situations, and as such they are more likely to engage in prosocial attitudes

[31]. Moreover, it corroborates findings showing that empathy is associated with a more posi-

tive view of government intervention [34] and lower prejudice towards outgroups [36–39, 63,

64]. Our finding that empathy was positively linked to social identification (which in turn was

related to more positive attitudes towards the government) is also in accordance with previous

work showing that individuals high in empathy have a higher tendency to identify with others

(e.g., [65]). These findings suggest that fostering empathy could potentially be an important

pathway towards more prosocial attitudes and behaviors during a global pandemic.
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The role of social identification

In addition to the direct and indirect paths described above, social identification was also posi-

tively associated with youth’s attitudes towards the government approach and blaming of cer-

tain groups. Youth with higher levels of social identification reported more positive attitudes

towards the government approach but, surprisingly, also more blaming. This might be the case

because the individuals youth identified with (e.g., “other people affected”) may not overlap

fully with the groups one holds responsible for the origin/spread of the disease or the restric-

tions put in place to combat the disease. Thus, identifying more with individuals may make

them feel more strongly for their suffering and, as a result, make them more likely to blame

others who they see as responsible for that suffering. Again, in the future it would be helpful to

get a better sense of who belongs to young adults’ ingroup and outgroup. Regarding mediation

effects on blaming of other groups, we found indirect effects for the perceived burden, collec-

tivistic values, and empathy which were opposed to the direct effects and against our expecta-

tions. This is probably due to the positive direct association of social identification with

blaming described above.

Country-level moderation

Our exploration of the role of country-level moderators revealed no significant results, sug-

gesting that the studied associations did not differ between countries depending on the cumu-

lative number of COVID-19 cases, the strictness of the national approach, or the national level

individualistic orientation. The associations thus seem to be robust across the various coun-

tries, which is in line with previous research revealing consistent results on the predictors of

prosocial tendencies across different cultures (e.g., [66, 67]). That country-level factors did not

moderate the associations in our study can also be explained by the fact that our participants

were all in the same developmental stage (i.e., young adulthood) and many of them were col-

lege students. According to Jensen’s cultural-developmental approach [68], during young

adulthood the similarities in individuals’ attitudes due to the shared developmental phase, in

which all youth strive for increasing independence, are larger than the differences due to varia-

tions across cultures and countries. Moreover, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the challenges

that individuals faced were highly similar, which may also have increased similarity across

cultures.

Alternatively, although there were no country-level differences depending on the cumula-

tive number of COVID-19 cases, the strictness of the national approach, or the national level

of individualistic orientation, it is possible that other factors at the country-level may indicate

differences in youth’s attitudes towards their government’s approach to combatting the spread

of the disease and to their blaming of individuals from certain risk groups, ethnic groups, and

countries or regions. For instance, the present study focused on individual and country-level

differences in collectivistic and individualistic values, but other cultural dimensions may also

play a role (e.g., [20, 56]). As a case in point, differences in the uncertainty avoidance dimen-

sion (i.e., discomfort with and resistance to unfamiliar phenomena; [56]) have been associated

at the country level with spread of the disease and with greater mortality risk [69, 70]. In addi-

tion to health outcomes, higher uncertainty avoidance has been related at the country-level to

less gathering of people in public places [71] and more consumer stockpiling [72], and at an

individual level to greater beliefs in COVID-19 conspiracy theories [73]. Thus, it may be inter-

esting to examine individual- and country-level values also in relation to youth’s attitudes

towards their government’s approach to combatting the spread of the disease and to their

blaming of risk groups and individuals from certain ethnic groups and countries or regions.
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Limitations

The present study had some limitations. First, it should be noted that our sample was likely

somewhat biased towards high-SES, highly educated individuals due to recruitment having

occurred mostly via the researchers’ personal networks. Second, the data were cross-sectional.

Whereas the present data helped us understand differences between youth in their attitudes

towards the government approach and blaming of certain groups, they do not allow us to pre-

dict these differences. What is more, we cannot be sure that the directionality examined in this

study reflects reality, and it could be that instead youth’s attitudes and blaming are predictors

of perceived burden, values, and empathy, or that all examined variables are associated in a

non-directional way (e.g., by all being explained by a third variable). Thus, the present study

reflects only a first explorative step, and more follow-up research is needed in a representative

longitudinal sample.

Third, individuals’ responses are influenced by the environments they are in–a consider-

ation especially relevant for the present study, as we examined context-specific experiences

and attitudes. The data collection for the study ran for several months in the summer and fall

of 2020, and the COVID-19 situation changed across that period, as well as before and after it.

As a result, the number of cases and the strictness of the national approach was not the same

when different individuals filled in the questionnaire. In the future, it would be useful to

include a measure of the COVID-19 situation at the exact moment that each person partici-

pated in the data collection, as a better proxy of the environment in which young adults were

embedded.

Finally, for all effects, even those highly significant, it is important to note that effect sizes

were small [53], and that explained variance in the outcome variables was limited. Other, per-

haps more situational factors such as the strictness of the government approach at each

moment may have been at play that contribute to understanding individual differences in

youth’s attitudes towards the government approach and blaming of certain groups. It is likely

that these fluctuating situational and other contextual factors may have played a larger role in a

situation that is highly non-normative than stable, more distant factors such as personal values

and traits.

Conclusion

The present study examined individual differences in youth’s attitudes towards their govern-

ment and other social groups during times of COVID-19. We found evidence that a lower per-

ceived burden due to COVID-19, higher collectivistic and lower individualistic values, and a

higher level of empathy were each related to more positive attitudes towards the government

approach and less blaming of certain groups, and that these associations were invariant across

countries. Moreover, burden was indirectly related to less positive attitudes via more social

identification. Burden, collectivistic values, and empathy were indirectly related to more blam-

ing. The findings demonstrate support for social identity theory, which posits that identifica-

tion with others may be a mechanism for individual attitudes and behavior. The findings

provide a foundation for further research that can examine the specific groups that young

adults identify with, and the specific groups that they might blame in future pandemics and

when they experience pandemic-related government policies.
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